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Editor’s Note

This month’s newspaper is all focused on 
Easter and all of its celebrations. In 
addition, we have an amazing recipe of 
Burritos as April is the month hosting 
International Burrito Day.

Furthermore, as this month there are no 
new big releases in movies and 
videogames, we have gone for a review of 
classics that can be viewed and played  
during the holidays. 

Finally, as always you will be able to keep 
up with your horoscope and you will have 
small snippets of news from around the 
world. Don’t forget to also complete the 
quizzes and challenges on the last page! 

We hope you love this month’s edition of 
our Sierra Bernia School Newspaper as we 
always do it with love to try to entertain 
as much as possible! 

See you next month and enjoy the 
reading! 

The Sierra Bernia School News Team



ACROSS THE WORLD

Netflix and Amazon gave darling Indian filmmakers hope. Now 
that’s turning to fear.

Netflix and Amazon have given many series to Indian directors to produce and 
the list of indian series and movies on these two platforms continues to rise. 
However, this has had its drawbacks as well. The films and series have 
exposed some of India’s inner
workings which has displeased the Police and certain political figures of the 
country. Therefore, the Prime Minister Nerendra Modi has announced new 
rules and guidelines for streaming services, though no explicit bans have been 
given of yet.

Extracted from CNN News

fredoka one 12

Covid-19: World leaders call for 
International Pandemic treaty

Prime Minister Boris Johnson has joined more than 20 
world leaders in calling for a new global settlement to 
help the world prepare for future pandemics. Leaders 
including French President Emmanuel Macron and 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel write in newspapers 
round the world that Covid has posed the biggest 
challenge since World War Two.
Another pandemic or health crisis is a matter of "not if, 
but when", they say. And the pandemic has shown that 
"nobody is safe until everyone is safe". 
                                      Extracted from the BBC News



Ever Given ship freed in the 
Suez Canal, authority 

confirms.

Cairo, Egypt (CNN)The Ever Given 
container ship has been dislodged and is 
now floating, after blocking the Suez 
Canal for almost a week, authorities 
said Monday.
Tug boats had spent several hours on 
Monday working to free the bow of the 
massive vessel after dislodging the 
stern earlier in the day.
Marine traffic websites showed images 
of the ship away from the banks of the 
Suez Canal for the first time in seven 
days following an around-the-clock 
international effort to reopen the 
global shipping lane.
The successful refloating was met with 
triumph and relief, as hundreds of 
vessels that have been trapped since 
last Tuesday prepare to restart their 
journeys.

Extracted from CNN World



INGRIDIENTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Super Easy Beef 
Burritos

- 2 tbsp sunflower oil
- 1 onion, finely chopped
- 4 garlic cloves, very finely chopped
- 1 tbsp ground cumin
- 1 tbsp ground coriander
- small pinch of cayenne pepper (more 

if you want it spicier)
- 1 tsp dried oregano
- 500g beef mince
- pinch of golden caster sugar
- 1 tbsp wine vinegar or cider vinegar
- 400g can chopped tomatoes
- 400g can black beans or kidney beans, 

with the can water
- 8 flour or corn tortillas
- 500g cooked rice, or our Mexican 

tomato rice
- a selection of sliced avocado or 

guacamole, chopped tomatoes, soured 
cream, shredded lettuce, sliced red 
onion, grated cheddar, sliced red chilli 
and lime halves, to serve

( IF YOU DO NOT EAT BEEF IT CAN BE 
SUBSTITUTED BY SOYA BEANS OR 
ANOTHER TYPE OF MEAT)

STEP 1
Heat the oil in a large pan – a
casserole is ideal. Fry the onions for 
8 mins, then add the garlic, spices 
and oregano and cook for 1 min. 
Crumble over the mince and sizzle 
for 5 mins, stirring, until browned. 
Stir in the sugar and leave for a 
minute, then splash in the vinegar 
and pour in the tomatoes.
STEP 2
Simmer for 5 mins then tip in the
beans and the water from the can. 
Season, stir and simmer everything 
for 20 mins until the beef is in a thick 
gravy. The sauce can be prepared up 
to 2 days ahead, chilled and 
reheated with a splash of water or 
frozen for 6 months.
STEP 3
To make the burritos, heat the
tortillas following pack instructions. 
Pile some rice and beef sauce along 
each tortilla and scatter over your 
choice of topping. Fold over the ends 
and roll up to seal. Secure by 
wrapping with foil if you want. Eat 
immediately.

Recipe  Roast



WE RECOMMEND…

TO JUMP OUT YOUR SEAT

BINGE-WORTHY

DEMON SLAYER 
Demon slayer is a 2019 anime upcoming with a second 
season coming out hopefully some time this year. It’s an action 
packed anime with various fight scenes, interesting lore, and 
extremely good animation and characters to com along with it. 
This anime does have a high level of gore and it’s not to be 
recommended to those who don’t like it, though it’s nothing to 
extreme. Since it is Japanese original, the names will be weird to
those not familiar with anime. The main character, Kamado 
Tanjiro is probably one of the best characters I’ve seen. The story 
revolves around him trying to find a cure for his sister. In this 
world demons attack humans at night, and Tanjiro is trying to 
find a cure for his sister, who was turned into a demon. There are 
a group of people called the demon slayer corps which fight the 
demons using special swords and breathing techniques to 
enhance their fighting. Tanjiro joins them in hopes of finding the 
cure to his sister. The anime currently has 1 season made out of 
25 glorious episodes.

My Hero Academia

My hero academia is an extremely popular new 
generation anime filled to the brim with characters, story, 
godlike animation and more. The main story revolves 
around the young aspiring hero Izuku Midoriya (also 
known as deku by hero name). This anime takes
place in a world where a profession that once was a 
dream became reality, the profession of hero. People are 
born with superpowers known as quirks and each person 
has their own, from either their parents’ quirk, a 
combination of both the parent quirks or a mutation 
which gives them a completely different power. The big 
twist is that our main character is born without a quirk in 
a quirk filled society. He never gives up as his idol All 
Might is the greatest hero ever. One day he is given the 
quirk one for all from all might, and he becomes the 
successor of all might and the 9th Porter of that power. 
He then works hard to get into his dream school, U. A. 
High which is a school for heroes. The anime at this point 
has 4 seasons with a 5th coming out on March 27th.



The game had a rough start as when it was released it was not as technically good as 
people expected. However, most or that has been patched and fixed and all in all is a 
really beautiful looking game with many possibilities and in many ways very similar to 
GTA. If you are looking for a city where you can do almost anything you want then 
Cyberpunk 2077 is the game for you.

REVIEWED
.

This highly anticipated game will be 
coming to our stores on the 20th April 
2021. This baseball game focuses on team 
spirit and all the classical rivalry that 
makes that great american sport some die 
hard fans are believing it will be one of 
the more popular games of the franchise 
due to the company selling an Xbox 
version on release. 

This baseball game, it is said it will offer stunning 4K graphics, and support for more 
baseball play styles. 

If you are a lover of sport games and love a little bit of rivalry and skilled gaming 
then this is the game for you. If playing baseball with thousands of friends by only 
moving a couple of fingers sounds good to you then keep an eye out for this game 
coming out this month. 

MLB The Show 21



REVIEWED
. Secret Neighbour 

This game has been around for a while 
now and most of you have played it or 
have seen it played on youtube. 
For those of you that haven’t played it 
yet, Secret Neighbor is a suspenseful 
Multiplayer Horror Game where a 
group of kids try to rescue their friend 
from the Neighbor's creepy basement. 
Only problem is one of the kids is the 
Neighbor in disguise.

Honestly, this game has been relevant for so long due to the 
addictiveness it possesses. It both entertains by having an amazing 
gameplay with lots happening on screen but it is also a game which 
connects people together and gives them a chance to use persuasive 
language to try to convince others that you are not the one chasing 
them. All in all, I have spent many hours playing and if you haven’t 
played yet I highly recommend it. 
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April Fool's Day is an annual event that happens on April 1 consisting of practical jokes and hoaxes. 
Jokesters often expose their pranks and jokes by shouting "April Fools!" at there parents , friends and 
teachers.
April fools day has been celebrated for several decades and was mostly popularised in 1700. April fools 
was mostly popularised by English pranksters playing jokes on each other. Some historians believe that 
April fools dates back to 1582.. This was because France switched the yearly calendar to Gregorian 
Calendar. April fools really started to get popular around 1950-2000 when televisions shows and live 
news station began to participate.

In addition April fools day is celebrated in many different countries and different ways. Starting in 
Ireland , Ireland has a rule which if you don’t play your prank by noon the prank is considered a 
frowned. Scotland is celebrated across two days. Throughout France and Italy April Fools Day is 
observed by sneakily sticking a paper fish to someone’s back, once the victim discovers the fish the 
pranksters will yell “Poisson d’Avrill!”. In Greece there’s serval different beliefs one of them being if you 
trick someone on April fools you’ll have luck for the entire year. Other people in Greece believe 
tricksters will have a good year of crops and there will be lots of rainfall. In the United States your able 
to play pranks and jokes all day long.

Further more for people who are planning on some sneaky jokes and pranks , we are going to give you 
some of the most funniest and easiest pranks! Starting off we have the insect lamps. This is good and 
realistic as it looks super real and will guarantee to scare them. Another prank idea is buying a air horn. 
This can be played in many ways such as by your hands or setting up a trap. The last idea we have is a 
fake animal toy. This can be played in many ways such as in supermarkets , in food or just with your 
hands.

To summarise April fools day , it is celebrated in may countries and has been a special day for a long 
time. Every country has different traditions and different jokes and this is what makes April fools day 
such a fun and exciting day! It also has many of jokes and pranks which you can perform which your 
friends or family.

Happy April fools!

WE ARE EXCITED FOR



Easter

Easter is a Christian holiday that celebrates the belief in the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
The name Easter celebration comes due to the the goddes in England, Eostre, who was 
celebrated at beginning of spring. The only reference to this goddess comes from the 
writings of the Venerable Bede, a British monk who lived in the late seventh and early eighth 
century. 
Since its origins, Easter has been a time of celebration and many traditional Easter games 
and customs developed, such as egg rolling, egg tapping, pace egging, egg finding, 
cascarones or confetti eggs, and egg decorating. The story of the Easter Bunny is thought to 
have become common in the 19th Century. Rabbits usually give birth to a big litter of babies, 
so they became a symbol of new life. 
Legend has it that the Easter Bunny lays, decorates and hides eggs as they are also a 
symbol of new life. Many Christians worldwide celebrate Easter with special church services, 
music, candlelight, flowers and the ringing of church bells. Many Christians view Easter as 
the greatest feast of the Church year. The Christian celebration of Easter is marked in 
around 95 countries across the world. It is celebrated differently in some places. For example 
in : 
- Italy they have Scoppio del Carro which is a cart filled with fireworks and pyrotechnics is lit 
on Easter Sunday. 
- New York it is a tradition since the 1800s to have a Easter parade in which the sanctuaries 
in churches is decorated by flowers. 
-Antigua, Guatemala, is the largest Easter celebration in the world. It’s a week-long 
celebration during which the community commemorates the passion and crucifixion of Jesus 
by conducting somber processional marches, carrying floats with large sculptures of Jesus 
and Mary. Sand and colored sawdust are painstakingly designed and laid in the streets in 
intricate patterns for the march to proceed over. 
-Norway celebrates Easter in a very unusual way: by reading and watching stories about 
crime .This “Easter crime” tradition is unique to Norwegians, as no other country around the 
world celebrates the sacred holiday by obsessing over mysteries, murders, and violence. 
-Greece belongs to the Eastern Orthodox Church. Accordingly, Easter holidays are sacred 
and celebrated with great devotion and fanfare, but differ in scope and tradition all over the 
country. We had an enquiry throughout our secondary school. 
There are a lot of countries and with that brings different traditions for every festival like 
Easter.
We discovered that most of the younger students celebrate Easter and the more grown up 
students don’t do much or nothing at all in Easter the younger ones go egg hunting,egg 
painting,enjoy a feast with their family,throwing a party and much more... 



HOROSCOPE

LEO

Allow the focus to be on 
you, Aries!

Try not to fall into 
confirmation bias, 
Taurus.

Let your motivation 
be what guides you 
through spring. 

Take breaks as 
needed, you’re 
not a robot!

This month is 
bringing with it the 
opportunity to learn.

ou could find that 
there’s a significant 
amount of secrecy 
in the air.

Happy almost solar 
return, Libra! 

Cut back on the 
spending, Scorpio!

Time to embrace 
your inner child, 
Sagittarius!

Turn your attention 
to your home life 
and family, 
Capricorn! 

Don’t knock yourself 
down before you fully 
give yourself the 
opportunity to fail.

Your dreams are 
falling in place.



GET TO KNOW US
Miss Nerea

Mr Boli

Where have you worked before this or is this your 
first job?
I have worked in many places before such as in an 
office.

If you don’t mind us asking what is your age?
I am 32 years old.

What did you want to be when you were younger?
A hairdresser.

Are you liking the job in Sierra Bernia School?
Yes, I am loving it.

What is your job in SBS?
 My job is maintenance of the school.

Recently the chickens have come back to SBS. Are 
you happy to have them back or is it more work for 
you?
I was happy, it isn’t more work and it is lovely to have 
them around. 

What is your favourite colour?
My favourite colour is red.

Which is your favourite part of this job?
Being with the children and learning from them.

If you weren’t teaching what else would you be doing?
I would be an information receptionist.

Just to get to know you more, what is your favourite cuisine? 
Spanish migas.

Lastly, how much do you love your job? 100/100

What is your favourite hobby and  food?
My favourite hobby is listening  to music. And my favourite food is Barbecue.

How long have you been working in SBS?
I have been working at SBS since 2018.

How old are you? I am 45 years old.

Finally, what would be your dream job?
To be a truck-driver.



REVIEWED.

Il bandito
Il bandito is a great Italian 
restaurant in Altea, it has great 
reviews and fantastic food. It has 
real Italian food from innovative 
salads to a simple but tasty pizza. It 
is perfect for traditional and modern 
food lovers. It has 4,7 stars and 
rustic decoration that will make you 
feel like home. When I went there 
the service was fantastic, I totally 
recommend it.



REVIEWED.
La Plaza Burger & Bar

It is located in in the Center of alfaz in 
front of the the church. It has mainly 
classical American food with a 
innovative touch! It has a large 
variety of cultured food such as 
Mexico (nachos) to America (great 
hamburgers) or even Indian cuisine 
such as (rice and curry). It is made for 
every meal, breakfast, lunch, dinner 
and even if you are craving any 
snacks like a unique carrot cake with 
coco or any type of milkshake. From 
our experience it’s got the best 
hamburgers in all our region. Its 
unique flavours drives you to another 
world!
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QUIZNATION

Miss Kanchan Maths

Grammar Grill

GEO GK

1. She works ---- Saturday. 
at 
to 
in 
on 

2. I stay at home ---- the morning. 
at
to 
in 
on

A - B = 2

+ +

C + D = 8

= =

10 6

Find 
A, B, C, D :

1. Now that Pluto is no longer included, how many planets are there 
in the Solar System? 
2. What is the smallest planet in the Solar System? 
3. What is the largest planet in the Solar System? 
4. What is the hottest planet in the Solar System? 
5. The sixth planet from the Sun features an extensive ring system, 
what is the name of this planet?



Grammar grill
1. On
2. In

Miss Kanchan Maths
A= 5 
B=3 
C=5 
D=3

Planet Quiz
1. 8
2. Mercury
3. Jupiter
4. Venus
5. Saturn


